Paris Attacks The New 911 Jews Pushing For WW3
-High Priest Mageson 666

The Euro poll reports show in just 2013 there were 63 Muslim terror attacks in France. The
highest out of five EU nations with Spain and Brittan ranking second with 32 and 33 Muslim
attacks. So you can note the Jew media is blanking a lot of this out. These where mainly
random Muslim's acting on their own doing what Islam is all about killing the Infidel and
taking all of their stuff. It’s right there in the Koran. That's why in 1600 years of Islam there
has been literally nonstop warfare on Islamic boarders with non-Muslim’s, that has killed
three hundred million people and destroyed entire civilizations. Terror attacks are just
Muslim Jihad.
However with the events in France on the 13th of November all of sudden a large organized
group pulled off a massive Jihad assault killing and wounding hundreds. ISIS has claimed
responsibility for the attacks in retaliation for France's involvement in Syria. Which is
pointless as NATO is fighting against Assad, ISIS's enemy and ISIS is supplied by the West.
And right there is the smoking gun. It’s been established ISIS is a Mossad front. Former NATO
general Clark stated ISIS was created by American allies in the Middle East to fight
Hezbollah. That is Israel. Which is why Israel is launching constant air and ground based
strikes on Assad's forces for the Jihadists. And running military hospitals and basis for them.
"A retired US general has acknowledged that Washington’s allies created the ISIL terrorist
group to confront the Lebanese resistance movement Hezbollah.

Retired general Wesley Clark, who was the Supreme Allied Commander Europe of NATO
from 1997 to 2000, made the revelation in a recent interview with the CNN...."
topic8115.html

The French President has announced the start of large scale French involvement in Syria. The
French 911 has happened. Let us not forget Mossad's finger prints was all over the London
attacks as well. Just like the Mossad was behind 911:
http://www.911missinglinks.com/
London attack false flag:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YapzPhbFWuk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrJIZyLJv4Y
The whole point of the attacks are most likely to legitimatize further military involvement in
the Jewish started war in Syria. The French polls showed the majority of French where
against such maybe till this event. It’s a French 911. I have written before the Jews are trying
to use Syria as the spark for WW3 there are Russian, Chinese, Iranian and N.Korean troops
now in Syria with Assad. And America has literally put American troops in Islamic Jihad lines
to make it harder for Russia to bomb them with Air Strikes the British Air Force has been
armed with anti-aircraft missiles and ordered to fire on Russian planes. And now the Jihadist
forces in Syria shot the Russian passenger plane down over the ME. So there are NATO
troops along side the Jihad forces in Syria. There are no moderate rebels this is a lie. The
secular rebels are Islamic Jihadists who want to create Islamic Syria. The head of the Free
Syrian Army is openly allies with the head of ISIS. He called them "Brothers". The Jews are
looking to create a series of trigger events between the super powers in Syria. Obama their
puppet has already pushed at China with American Warships in the east. And China has
taken Island's and turned them into foreword basis for a military strike against NATO basis in
the east.
There are two sides in this coming WW3 Russia, China, North Korea and Iran. Against NATO.
As mentioned Jew run China has plans for an all-out attack and invasion on America they are
willing to take massive losses for victory against America. Russia is allies with North Korea
and China and Chinese troops have been training with Russian forces on European soil for a
war with NATO. Japan a NATO nation is rearming at an alarming rate because they know a
war with China and North Korea is coming.
Putin is Jewish:
topic9453.html
Jews created and run Communist China:
topic9078.html
Jewish controlled China plans for race war on America:
topic11438.html
The Jews need another World War for the same reason they started the other two. To

create a World Jewish dictatorship and totally destroy the White Race and enslave the other
races. Which is the whole point of Judaism and the Torah is the blue print for. The White
Race is the only major obstacle in their way of global rule as they state. It was White
resistance that smashed their Communist machine in Europe and around the world. The Far
East will be Communist forever. It was the White Race that offered the successful resistance.
Never forget....
Rabbi Rabbinovich: Jews Plan To Kill All Whites

“We will openly reveal our identity with the races of Asia or Africa. I can state with assurance
that the last generation of white children is now being born. Our control commission will, in
the interests of peace and wiping out inter-racial tensions, forbid the Whites to mate with
Whites. The white women must co-habit with members of the dark races, the White man
with black women. Thus the White race will disappear, for mixing the dark with the white
means the end of the White Man, and our most dangerous enemy will become only a
memory. We shall embark upon an era of ten thousand years of peace and plenty, the Pax
Judiaca, and OUR RACE will rule undisputed over the world. Our superior intelligence will
enable us to retain mastery over a world of dark peoples.” — Rabbi Rabbinovich speaking to
an assembly in Budapest, Hungary on the 12th January 1952

